Steel suspension post for 25kg chandelier by main
contractor - see detail
Inclined mirror glass suspended from behind to reflect skylights through oculus
Vertical mirror glass (see plan below) to reflect skylights
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6 No. concentric rings of circular openings with detail to
edge. Lowest row of openings in mid-blue glass, with
progressively lighter shades of blue glass closer to
oculus. Equal spacing between openings (40mm).
Glass to be encapsulated by polycarbonate with a
standoff of 100mm to prevent the shadows of dead
insects appearing on the glass.

Top of Ridge Beam 81.530
Open oculus in top of dome
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Polycarbonate layer to prevent insect ingress onto glass
Coloured glass inserts

Moulding to edge of panel (see detail) to form a rib
when installed. Dome to give the appearance of matt
white plaster. All internal support to be by the
plasterwork contractor.
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LED strip - 12mm x 6mm
Purlin to Campbell Reith details
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Top of Purlins 79.815
Mirrored roundels

2,818

Lower dome - not perforated
LED strip - 12mm x 6mm
Curved cornice - Stevensons profile C142
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25kg chandelier on chrome
chain by main contractor

240 max, 60 min.
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12mm rebate for glazing on silicone bed
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Section 1:20

2,380 between centres

Polycarbonate sealed from insects detail may vary

Steel balustrade by main contractor

UPPER SIDE

Concrete landing with stone finish by main
contractor

Detail Section of Upper
Dome 1:5

Plaster scroll bracket PM11

Plasterboard box 260x240x220
Plaster corner block PM15a - in some cases with
concealed downlighter
24

3,080 (Check on Site)

470

Inclined mirror glass suspended from behind to reflect skylights through oculus
Approximate line of skylights over

376

Steel suspension post for 25kg chandelier by main
contractor - see detail

510

Vertical mirror glass (see plan below) to reflect skylights
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Open oculus in top of dome
Purlin to Campbell Reith details

Job title

8

Rib formed from the junction between two
panels - see detail

Adshead Park
Lower Basildon
Berkshire RG8 9TA

Upper dome with circular openings glazed with
coloured glass
LED strip - 12mm x 6mm
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150

Lower dome - not perforated
Mirrored roundels
Curved cornice - Stevensons profile C142
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Detail of Chandelier
Suspension Bracket 1:5
Bend in 84°

7.7°
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2,490 to base of cornice

2550 Structural 2537 to plaster

Flattened Plan
(Approximate) of Upper
Dome Segment 1:10

Thickness as required

Reinforced concrete drum
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Internal Dome
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